
Relax poolside

Included travel insurance 

All breakfasts and dinners

VIP Club Lounge

Two excursions or four on 14 nights 
or longer

Dedicated Saga Host

Plus all this...
● Wine and water at  dinner
● Hosted drinks reception
● Guided orientation walks
● Free hotel Wi-Fi
● Return flights and transfers
● 20kg checked-in luggage
● Hotel porterage

So much included…
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Talk to your travel agent today

A Signature stay on the Ionian Coast. Join us on Sicily’s north-east 
coast, at the Main Palace Hotel overlooking the Ionian Coast, a short 
drive from must-see names like Mount Etna, Syracuse and Catania. 
Welcoming you on this Signature Stay is Roccalumera, a town filled 
with authentic Sicilian life and plenty of history to explore set against 
a backdrop of rocky hillscapes. This hotel is exclusive to Saga in the 
UK and can only be booked through Saga.

7 nights HALF BOARD PLUS from £649 
Includes insurance and cancellation cover§

Price reduction available if not required.

[NEW] Main Palace Hotel

Sole Occupancy rooms at no extra cost  
on selected dates, subject to availability

Signature Hotel

Be quick – to be guaranteed the best price, 
book early as flights can sell out and prices 
sometimes increase.

Main Palace Hotel. Holiday code: IA841. All prices 
are £s per person based on two people sharing with 
flights from Gatwick to Catania with the scheduled 
services of British Airways or easyJet dependent on 
date of travel.
Prices from: 7 nights 14 nights
Mar 3 - 9, 2022 649 1199
Mar 10 - 16 699 1249
Mar 17 - 23 749 1299
Mar 24 - 30 779 1399
Mar 31 - Apr 27 919 1549
Apr 28 - May 11 899 1549
May 12 - 25 899 1569
May 26 - Jun 1 949 1569
Jun 2 - Jul 6 949 1599
Jul 7 - 9 949 -
Sep 1 - 21 949 1599
Sep 22 - 28 899 1569
Sep 29 - Oct 5 899 1549
Oct 6 - 19 899 1499
Oct 20 - 26 949 1499
Oct 27 - Nov 2 849 1399
Nov 3 - 9 749 1229
Nov 10 - 16 699 1229
Nov 17-24 699 -
Limited number of sole occupancy rooms at no 
extra cost after this a supplement from £6-£29 
per person, per night may apply.  §If you choose to 
opt out of the included insurance and cancellation 
cover, a reduction applies of £20 per week.



Shipwreck Beach, Zakynthos

Included travel insurance 

14 nights in hotels

41 meals: 14 breakfasts (B), 
13 lunches (L) and 14 dinners (D)

Free bar 11 hours a day

Saga tour manager

Plus all this...

• Return flights and transfers

• All transfers and ferry tickets

• Welcome drink reception

• Porterage of luggage at hotels.

Excursions and visits
• Panoramic tour of Kefalonia

• Day trip to ancient Olympia

• Boat trip to Shipwreck Beach 

• Island tour of Zakynthos

• Scenic boat trip to Ithaki.

Use of audio headsets on guided tours.

Please note: Departures in 2021 follow a 
different itinerary, staying four nights in Kyllini 
on the Greek mainland. Holiday name: Ionian 
Island Escape. Holiday code: CT461.

So much included…

Tour pace: 1  Standard

Caves, coves and Greek traditions await on this Greek 
island-hopping tour. 

14 nights ALL INCLUSIVE from £1749
Includes insurance and cancellation cover§

Price reduction available if not required.

[NEW] Jewels of Kefalonia 
and Zakynthos
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Talk to your travel agent today

Uncover the timeless traditions of Greece with stays on the Ionian islands of 
Kefalonia and Zakynthos where you’ll experience Greek hospitality, taste delicious 
local food and soak up the sun on celebrated beaches. This slow-paced, all inclusive 
tour offers the perfect blend of relaxation and exploration, with excursions including 
a visit to the home of Odysseus, a boat trip to Smugglers Cove and panoramic tours 
of both islands. The highlight of your trip is sure to be a visit to one of the country’s 
most iconic attractions, the birthplace the Olympic Games, ancient Olympia. 

Classic Escorted Tour

Be quick – to be guaranteed the best price, 
book early as flights can sell out and prices 
sometimes increase.

SAVE up to £100 per person on 
selected departures

Ionian Island Escape (2021) / Jewels of Kefalonia and 
Zakynthos (2022). Holiday code:  CT461 / CT233.
Prices are based on easyJet from Gatwick. 
Prices from: Two people sharing Single traveller
Sep 1, 2021 1999 1899 Sold Out
Sep 8 1999 1899 2499 2399
Sep 15 1949 Sold Out
Sep 22 1899 1799 Sold Out
May 4, 2022 1749 Limited Availability
May 11 1799 1899
May 18 1849 1949
May 25 1949 Limited Availability
Jun 1 2099 2349
Jun 8 2099 2349
Jun 15 2099 2349
Sep 7 2149 2549
Sep 14 2099 2499
Sep 21 1999 2269
§If you choose to opt out of the included insurance 
and cancellation cover, a reduction applies of £54 
We are unable to include the Greek Tourist Tax, this 
has to be paid locally by all guests.



Iconic Durdle Door

4 nights in hotels

8 meals: 4 breakfasts (B) 
and 4 dinners (D)

Dedicated Saga Host

Plus all this...

• Cancellation rights

• Hosted drinks reception

• Guided orientation walks

• Tea and coffee-making facilities in 
your room

• Free hotel Wi-Fi and safe

• Porterage at your hotel

Excursions and visits
• Swanage Railway and Corfe Castle 
(full day)

• Beaulieu (full day)

• Lulworth Cove and Durdle Door with 
cream tea (full day)

So much included…

Tour pace: 1   Relaxed
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Talk to your travel agent today

Immersed in the affluence and beauty of its surroundings, The Sandbanks Hotel is 
certainly a crowd-pleaser. Boats drift into Poole’s natural harbour and life seems to 
move at a more relaxed speed. During your stay, you will be treated to the delights of 
the Dorset Coast. 380 million years ago (give or take), the landscape was continually 
changing and inhabited by strange creatures only found in museums and fossilised in 
places like Lulworth Cove today. The cove is neighboured by Durdle Door, undoubtedly 
one of the region’s most iconic sights. You are also invited to explore the extensive 
gardens and motor museum of Beaulieu. For literary genius, look no further than Corfe 
Castle, which captured the imagination of author Enid Blyton in 1941 when she took a 
trip on the Swanage steam train. You too can become captivated by these sites during 
your discovery of Dorset’s coast.

4 nights HALF BOARD from £519

Sandbanks and the Dorset Coast
Stay & Discover

 Sandbanks and the Dorset Coast - Sandbanks Hotel. 
Holiday code: TB135. 
Prices are £s per 
person from: 

Two people 
sharing

Single  
Traveller

Oct 11, 2021 519 Limited 
Availability

Be quick – to be guaranteed the best price, 
book early as prices sometimes increase.


